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It is for information of all concerned that the Hon’ble Chief Minister, Assam launched the 
website www.apsconline.gov.in, an online application system of APSC on 11.8.2013. The APSC 
invited applications for C.C.(Prel.) Exam., 2013 online w.e.f. 20.8.2013 for 241 posts under different 
services/posts. The number of candidates for CC(P) Exam. in 2009 were 30,346 through the 
conventional offline paper mode. Since the introduction of online is a new venture for the 

Commission as well as for the candidates, some quarters expressed reservation on the success and 
sustainability of the online system in the backdrop of the present scenario of the State. However, 
the system has functioned smoothly and as on 5.9.2013 a total of 2,46,986 candidates have visited 
the site, 23,454 candidates have applied online and 10,359 candidates have deposited the requisite 

fees. 
The CC(P) Exam., 2013 will be conducted during the first fortnight of December, 

2013. The Commission has drawn up action calendar for completing the process of recruitment 
within a span of 16-18 months. 

The Commission considers it worthwhile to share the intricacies and meticulous exercises 
involved on the 3-phased C.C. Exam. system. The Preliminary Exam. will be of Multiple Choice 
Question (MCQ) objective type and the OMR answer sheets will be evaluated through ICR based 
automated examination system. The Mains examination part will be of conventional type comprising 
of 36 subjects and each candidate has to appear for 1400 marks comprising of 6 papers. The 
question setters, evaluators and scrutinizers are renowned academicians retired or serving in the 
Universities/well reputed Colleges of the State having vast knowledge in the fields. After in-depth 

scrutiny, the Commission prepares a panel of question setter/examiner/scrutinizer/ tabulator etc. 
While evaluating the answer scripts of the CC(Main) Exam., the original Roll Numbers are 

torn off and each script is given a Unique Code Number. The entire coding operation is personally 
done exclusively by one person only. Tabulations are done by renowned academicians as aforesaid 

and the merit list is also prepared by the tabulators themselves. The Commission has no part in 
evaluation, scrutiny, tabulation and the preparation of merit list. 

From the Preliminary to Mains examination, the Commission selects candidates at the ratio of 
11-12 times of the numbers of posts while in case of Viva-voce interview from Mains, it is in the 
ratio of 1:2 only with due weightage on reservation etc. 

The Commission has brought in several automation methods for which the time taken in 
processing works has been reduced. Moreover, due to application of Information Technology, the 
candidates may visit the APSC website (www.apsc.nic.in) for any query. Further, Help Desks (0361-

2364562/2365469/2363117/2365426) have been opened for helping out the candidates who find it 
difficult to submit applications online. Apart from this, all DCs have been requested to extend help to 
the aspiring candidates through the infrastructures of the National Informatics Centre (NIC) situated 
in the district HQs. 

The Commission looks forward to accelerate the process of recruitment not only in case of 
C.C. Exam. but also all recruitments in the coming days.    
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